Adjective Clauses Test-Chapter Twelve

Directions:

PART ONE: Write the letter of the correct answer on the line. YOU MUST USE “WHO” FOR SUBJECTS AND “WHOM” FOR OBJECTS.

1. The girl _____ sat at the table was beautiful.
   a. who
   b. whom
   c. which

2. I enjoyed the children _____ I met at the party.
   a. who
   b. whom
   c. which

3. The wine _____ the waiter brought to our table was wonderful.
   a. who
   b. whom
   c. which

4. People _____ teach children are called teachers.
   a. who
   b. which
   c. whom

5. The dog _____ my sister bought is really cute.
   a. who
   b. whom
   c. that

6. People _____ like to draw can become artists.
   a. that
   b. which
   c. whom

7. The desk _____ I sit at is uncomfortable.
   a. that
   b. whom
   c. who
8. The boy ______ I met at the party was handsome.
   a. which
   b. who
   c. whom

9. I know a family _____ cat is pink.
   a. who
   b. whom
   c. whose

10. Children are people _____ are defenseless and need protection.
    a. who
    b. whom
    c. whose

PART TWO: Circle the letter of the incorrect portion.

11. I met a girl whom rides on the bus.
    A               B        C

12. The woman whom we meet was very nice.
    A               B        C

13. Ms. Creelman is a teacher who care about her students.
    A                       B      C

14. The man which I met was a funny guy.
    A               B        C

15. The students to who I talked were serious.
    A               B        C

16. The woman whose purse was stole called the police.
    A               B        C

17. The man whom answered the phone was polite.
    A               B        C

18. The bed which I sleeps on is very firm and comfortable.
    A               B        C

19. The people whom helped me during the hurricane saved my life.
    A               B        C

20. The stream which run through my property in North Carolina is small.
    A               B        C
PART THREE: Write “A” if the sentence is correct. Write “B” if the sentence is incorrect.

21. ___ We met a young girl who is sweet to everyone.
22. ___ The man which I met is very intelligent.
23. ___ The family that lives next to us is very helpful.
24. ___ Do you know the girl whom is talking to our teacher?
25. ___ The woman I met last week was in my high school class.
26. ___ The ocean that surrounds Hawaii is very clean.
27. ___ The new boots who I bought were expensive.
28. ___ The man whose rabbit we found was young.
29. ___ The woman that I met her was pretty.
30. ___ The desk which I sat on it was comfortable.
31. ___ A CD player is an electronic device that plays CDs.
32. ___ Some teachers whose work at Miami Dade College are strict.
33. ___ We talked to the children who were in the pre-school.
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